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Subtropical Stratocumulus (Sc)
• Have a significant cooling effect on Earth’s
climate:
• Optically thick, reflecting much of the
incoming sunlight
• Covering a large expanse of an otherwise
dark, cool ocean surface
• Persistent near the equator where sunlight is
powerful
• Emit longwave radiation upward at a
relatively warm temperature

• What controls their evolution and
therefor extent?
MODIS

Controls on Stratocumulus
• Circulation sustained by IR and evaporative
cooling at cloud top
• Clouds are responding to localized and largescale shifts in (among many others…):
• Humidity above the clouds: Controls the radiative
balance and modifies the amount of evaporational
cooling at cloud top accompanying entrainment
Which effect dominates?
• Inversion strength: Buoyancy differences between
the overlying troposphere and cloud top

• Prior work: Humidity and stability fields are
often anticorrelated, so humidity above the
clouds is high while stability is low
MODIS

MODIS

A Lagrangian approach
• Clouds are in motion flowing offshore
• Clouds are constantly adjusting to
perturbations from above and below the
boundary layer
• Internal PBL processes may take several
hours or even days to fully adjust
• A static “Eulerian” approach will fail to
observe the effects of perturbations, which
may manifest 10’s or 100’s of km downwind

• Better to track individual parcels and
observe them throughout their
evolution
MODIS

MODIS

Lagrangian Design

• Trajectories are initiated every 200km along the CloudSat/CALIPSO track.
• 0-hour cloud and PBL properties assessed by the A-Train within a 100km observing radius
• Winds and environmental conditions are estimated by ERA-Interim
• Cloud properties are measured by MODIS and AMSR-E

Lagrangian Design

• Trajectories are sampled again by the A-Train after 12 hours
• 2-D Winds driving the trajectories taken from ERA-Interim reanalysis at 925 hPa
• Cloud properties are measured again by MODIS and AMSR-E (if the observation falls
within the instrument swaths)

Lagrangian Design

• A third observation is then made at 24 hours with the next A-Train
flyover
• Observations are available out to 48 hours, but we focus on 24 hours
for improved accuracy and to remove diurnal sampling issues

Lagrangian Design
• 169,824 Trajectories have been computed in four subtropical ocean
basins
• The project uses all available data from 2007-2010.

Regions of Study & Data Products

• Study regions chosen to capture the Sc maximum and the declining gradient further
offshore. Ocean areas only.
• Cloud cover comes from MODIS cloud mask for day & night, viewing angle bias is corrected
• All cloud & PBL products are on the MODIS 1˚×1˚ L3 grid, ~1:30 & 13:30 LT
• Variables are converted to anomalies by subtracting 100-day running mean for day & night

Satellite Data Products: CALIPSO & MODIS PBL Depth
• Based on 𝚫T between cloud
tops and the sea surface
• Cloud top temperature from
CALIPSO & MODIS
• SST from ERA-Interim
• Parameterized lapse rate
• Eastman et al. 2017

• Deeper PBL’s have a less
’coupled’ circulation from
cloud top to sea surface,
clouds break up more
readily
• PBL is shown to deepen
offshore

Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS)
• A measure of
Inversion Strength
• LTS is the difference
in potential
temperature (𝜃)
between 1000 hPa
and 700 hPa
• Determined from the
ERA-Interim
reanalysis

Satellite Data Products: AMSR-E Column Water Vapor
• Provides a satelliteobserved measure of
humidity integrated
over a column
throughout the
troposphere
• Correlates positively
with 700mb specific
humidity (q700) from
ERA-Interim (r = 0.8)

Radiating versus entraining humidity from ERA-Interim
• Inversion determined by
ERA-Interim 𝜽 profile, with
inversion top defined as layer
above the largest 𝜽 gradient
• Humidity (q) above the PBL is
split into two products:
• Entraining humidity: q in the
layer directly above the
inversion as determined by
the ERA-Interim 𝜽 profile.
• Radiating humidity: The mean
q in the layers above the
entraining layer, but below
700mb

• Both q products are
converted to anomalies

Lagrangian design

• Comparing changes in cloud
cover and PBL depth
anomalies between groups
of trajectories
• Grouped by initial values of
stability or humidity
anomalies
• Changes are assessed
between 0 and 24 hours to
remove diurnal cycle.

• Frequency distributions of
our tested variable at 0
hours are often different
• Can cause bias if
unaccounted-for

Lagrangian design
• To eliminate the bias caused
by differing 0-hour frequency
distributions, we compare our
groups to a ‘matched’
distribution

• A ’matched’ distribution has an
identical frequency
distribution, but is randomly
selected, allowing us to
compare the effects of LTS
relative to how that distribution
would normally evolve.
• Difference between the
high/low LTS group and their
matched distribution is called
the ‘Residual’ Change.

• The cloud cover / LTS
relationship makes sense in
this context

Comparing cloud controlling variables
• How to compare the
strength of one
variable versus
another?
• Create a measure of
comparable variability
by using the standard
deviation (𝜎) of each
variable.
• Increased LTS and
CWV both lead to
anomalous cloud
cover increases.

Matched

Cross-correlation between variables
• Upper humidity and stability
are anti-correlated (r = -0.32)
• Positive deviations of each lead
to positive cloud response
• Observed anti-correlation forces
one to obscure the other

• To untangle this:
• Create subsets of trajectories
with one variable held constant
(black line) while the other is
unconstrained
• Test again within 𝜎 bins of a
variable held constant, calculate
mean slope for 4 bins

• Both LTS and CIWV are stronger

Competing effects of humidity
• Using our era-interim-derived
measures of humidity we can
use this framework to test the
entraining vs. radiative effects
of humidity
• Entraining effects dominate for
cloud cover evolution
• Radiating effects dominate for
PBL depth evolution

A simpler view: 𝜟CC
• 4 Groups of trajectories
•
•
•
•

Low q_rad, High q_entrain
High q_rad, High q_entrain
Low q_rad, Low q_entrain
High q_rad, Low q_entrain

• Reinforces prior
conclusions: Both groups
with above mean
entraining humidity are
cloudier and stay cloudier
• Radiating humidity has a
less apparent effect

A simpler view: 𝜟PBL
• 4 Groups of trajectories
•
•
•
•

Low q_rad, High q_entrain
High q_rad, High q_entrain
Low q_rad, Low q_entrain
High q_rad, Low q_entrain

• Reinforces prior
conclusions: Both groups
with above mean radiating
humidity are deeper and
stay deeper
• Entraining humidity has a
less apparent, but still
significant effect

Sensitivity to the overlying humidity profile is strong
• The power of humidity to alter cloud cover or the PBL appears equivalent to LTS
• High humidity and LTS lead to longer-lasting clouds and shallower PBLs.
• Their effects tend to mask one another due to anticorrelation.

• Future climate change scenarios will need to deal with these humidity effects:
• The PBL depth is very sensitive to changes in downwelling IR, less so to the humidity of the
entraining air
• The cloud cover is sensitive to the humidity of entraining air, though changes in the depth of
the PBL will eventually affect cloud morphology as shown by Eastman and Wood 2016

• Challenge to climate modelers is to separately predict changes in entraining
humidity and radiating humidity over the PBL if we want to more accurately
predict the changes in boundary layer clouds
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Extra Slides

Zenith Angle Bias
• At high viewing (zenith) angles, satellite
sensors see clouds at an angle rather than
straight down
• Leads to an overestimation of cloud amount, and
optical thickness
• We remove this bias using a polynomial

MODIS

Anomaly Framework

• Our goal is to compare changes
in trajectories when grouped by
different initial conditions
• Trajectories are irregular in
distance and direction
• Comparisons of trajectories
must take this diversity into
account, otherwise systematic
bias could arise
• All values are converted to
“seasonal” anomalies to
account for this
• By subtracting 100-day running
mean

Initial Distributions Driving Variability
• Separating trajectories by LTS
creates two populations

• High LTS trajectories are
cloudier, low LTS less cloudy
• 𝚫CC is dependent on CC0 AND
LTS, so we must separate these
effects.

• We compare our trajectories
grouped by LTS to a set with
identical 0-hour CC frequency
distributions (matched), but
randomly chosen.
• The difference between the
LTS group and randomly
chosen, ‘matched’ group is
called the residual

Red Noise Causing Variability
• Example: Trajectories are
grouped by stability at 0-hours
• To see how anomalous Lower
Tropospheric Stability (LTS)
changes cloud evolution
• Above/below median LTS anomaly
• High LTS is associated with
anomalously cloudy environments
and persistent clouds, but this plot
clearly shows declining cloud
cover.
• A comparison of 𝚫Cloud Cover
(CC) would conclude that high
stability leads to declining cloud
cover anomalies

Red Noise Causing Variability
• 24-hour 𝚫cloud cover anomalies
are in-part a function of their 0hour anomalies
• High 0-hour CC anomalies tend to
be followed by CC declines, low 0hour anomalies are likely followed
by CC increases
• The slope of this relationship is
dependent on lag-time, and is onaverage well-described as a red
noise function with a defined
timescale 𝞽: 𝑟 𝑇 = 𝑒 +,/.

• Lagrangian red noise behavior is
shown for CC, PBL depth, LWP,
and Nd

Red Noise Causing Variability
• Binning trajectories based on
0-hour LTS creates two
populations of trajectories
with substantially different
mean 0-hour CC anomalies
• The mean 𝚫CC seen by the
two populations will be
strongly influenced by the
different 0-hour CC anomalies
• For a meaningful comparison
we must separate the effects
of the different 0-hour CC
anomalies from the 0-hour
LTS anomalies

Red Noise Causing Variability
• Choose a second set of
trajectories with identical 0hour CC frequency
distributions, but with no
dependence on stability
• Randomly sample the entire
set of trajectories in order to
make ’matching’
distributions
• Now we compare changes
for identical frequency
distributions, removing the
effects of the differing 0hour CC anomalies

Red Noise Causing Variability
• Comparing the LTSseparated trajectories to the
randomly sampled ones
• High stability is shown to
prolong cloud life relative to
the mean behavior that
would otherwise be
observed with that
frequency distribution
• We must compare
‘residuals’, where the effects
of red noise are now
accounted for

